International survey of neuromuscular monitoring in two European countries: a questionnaire study among Hungarian and Romanian anaesthesiologists
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Abstract

Background: Accumulating evidence indicates that objective neuromuscular monitoring and pharmacological reversal of neuromuscular block reduces the occurrence of residual muscle paralysis in the acute postoperative phase. However, objective neuromuscular monitoring is not a routine habit in anaesthesia. In order to change this situation, we wished to find out, as a first step to improvement, the current use of neuromuscular monitors and the custom of anaesthetists for reversal of neuromuscular block before tracheal extubation.

Methods: A ten-point questionnaire was available via the SurveyMonkey website and the link was sent to 2202 Hungarian and Romanian anaesthetists by email.

Results: Three hundred and two (13.7%) of the 2202 registered anaesthetists responded. Less than 10% of them regularly use neuromuscular monitors. They underestimated the occurrence of residual block; only 2.2% gave a correct answer. Neuromuscular monitors are available in 74% of hospitals but are scarcely used. One third of anaesthetists rarely or never use reversal; approximately 20% regularly reverse before extubation. The responders typically believe that clinical signs of residual block are reliable. Instead of monitoring, they use the “timing methods” for tracheal extubation such as time elapsed from last dose, the duration of action of relaxant, the number of top-up doses, the cumulative dose, the return of adequate respiratory tidal volume and the ability to sustain a 5 s head lift.

Conclusions: We concluded that neuromuscular monitoring in these two European countries is suboptimal as is the reversal strategy. Given the fact that monitors are available in the hospitals, the mentality should be changed towards evidence based practice.
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Introduction

The use of neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBA) is an integral part of modern anaesthetic practice, facilitating tracheal intubation and mechanical respiration of the lungs while ensuring appropriate surgical conditions. However, there are possible complications due to muscle paralysis which may persist postoperatively and may cause unwanted effects such as hypoxia, respiratory depression, bronchoaspiration, atelectasis, pneumonia or even death [1-4]. Therefore, adequate management of neuromuscular transmission and block is indispensable to prevent these complications. Worldwide, about 400 million patients receive NMBA for surgery each year [5]. Anaesthesiologists are responsible to ensure complete reversal of the block once the surgery has ended. In defiance of modern anaesthesia care, postoperative residual
neuromuscular block (PO RN B) is still a frequent phenomenon that may occur in 1/5 to 2/3 of patients [6] and causes a critical respiratory event in 0.8% of them [1]. Therefore, the issue of “safe curarization” based on objective monitoring of neuromuscular transmission and block is of paramount importance.

Several studies have evidenced the lack of reliable bedside clinical tests to disclose postoperative residual muscle paralysis. [7,8] and therefore, objective neuromuscular monitoring is recommended to reveal PORNB. Pharmacological reversal of neuromuscular blockade (NMB) with neostigmine or sugammadex, without monitoring, does not guarantee the prevention of PORNB [9-11] neither does qualitative monitoring on its own [12] or in combination with neostigmine reversal [6,13]. Although the combination of sugammadex reversal with qualitative monitoring has resulted in a significant decrease in the frequency of PORNB [14,15], there is a general agreement that residual muscle paralysis can only be prevented using objective monitoring and pharmacological reversal if necessary [14,16].

Despite the large body of evidence pertaining to PORNB, its importance is still underestimated by many clinicians. A survey in 2010 showed that 19.3% of the European and 9.4% of the American anaesthesiologists do not use neuromuscular monitors (NMM) routinely [17]. In 2010 only 50% of Italian anaesthesiologists used NMM in daily practice [18]. A 2013 survey from Australia and New Zealand revealed that 60% of practitioners used NMM at least once a month, and 10% never used one [19].

The aim of the present study was to investigate the practice of anaesthesia in Hungary and Romania regarding NMM and the pharmacological reversal of NMB. The background of this common work was the quite similar resident education of the two countries, the similar historical perspective of healthcare systems as well as the fact that these two countries are among the most significant ones “exporting” anaesthetists to Western countries in Europe. We wished to learn the opinion of anaesthetists pertaining to PORNB and neuromuscular monitoring, enabling us to identify erroneous views and focusing the education on their correction.

Methods

In order to obtain the opinion of Hungarian and Romanian anaesthetists on the incidence of PORNB, on the necessity of neuromuscular monitoring and on their habits of reversal of neuromuscular block, we edited a ten-point questionnaire in this respect. We collected data on the professional background (experience) of the participants, on the type of workplace and on the availability of neuromuscular monitors in their institutions. In order to compare our data with those of international surveys we asked similar questions, but also we included new questions specific to regional circumstances. [17,19] Accordingly, 10 points were listed including yes or no questions (yes – no – no opinion), single and multiple choice questions, and statements that the participants could agree or disagree with.

Before starting the study we asked the local IRB representatives whether an approval would be necessary but it was deemed unnecessary.

The questionnaire was available on the website via SurveyMonkey software (https://www.surveymonkey.com). The link was forwarded to all members of the Hungarian and Romanian Society of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care via e-mail. To complete the questionnaire, participants did not need to register; only a click on the link was required. Participants were informed that they only required a few minutes to answer, that the survey was anonymous and repetition of answers was impossible. Written informed consent from the participants was not taken as electronic participation was considered a voluntary participation. However, in the information letter we informed participants about the eventual anonymous use of their data for publication purposes.

The questionnaire was open between June 27, 2016 and January 4, 2017 in Hungary and September 1, 2017 and February 20, 2018 in Romania.

Descriptive statistics were used for data analysis. Two generations of participants were distinguished according to their professional experience: more than 10 years for senior staff, less than 10 years for junior staff including residents. The Chi-square test was used to compare the monitoring and reversal habits of senior and junior staff.

Results

The Hungarian Society of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care numbers 1328 registered members: 124 participated and completed the questionnaire (9.34%). The larger proportion (49.2%) of the answers came from senior staff anaesthetists working in city hospitals (41.1%). SRATI (The Romanian Society of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care) comprises 878 members; among them 423 members were asked to participate and 153 completed the survey (17.4%). The responders were from residents as well as from young specialists (n = 189, 62.5%). In the total cohort, 55% of the answers came from non-academic hospitals and 45% from academic hospitals. (Table 1).
Table 1. Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registered anaesthetists in the societies</th>
<th>2206</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants (responders)</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>(13.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional background</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Proportion of participants (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist &lt; 10 years</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist &gt; 10 years</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or skipped question</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University hospital</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional or large area hospital</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City hospital</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency and significance of postoperative residual neuromuscular block

Participants clearly underestimated the incidence of PORNB; only 2.2% of the responders corresponded to published data (the incidence in reality is > 20%) (Figure 1).

Twenty-five percent of the participants did not think that PORNB is an important clinical issue, while 74.8% of the participants agreed with the statement that PORNB is an important clinical problem, and should not be considered as a banality (Figure 2).

14.5 percent of participants do not think that latent PORNB presents a risk (Figure 2).

Neuromuscular monitoring habits

Only 7.7% of participants declared the regular use of a neuromuscular monitor during the operations when NMB agents are administered. There was no difference between senior and junior staff anaesthetists. Twenty seven percent of the participants never use NMM; 35% rarely (less than 10% of the cases) (Figure 3).
Availability of neuromuscular monitors

Only 14.6% of hospitals do not possess some kind of NMM. Quantitative monitors prevail and only 25% of anaesthesia all workstations are equipped with any kind of NMM (qualitative or quantitative) (Table 2).

Clinical signs of postoperative residual neuromuscular block

Twenty six percent of participants declared no need for NMM and thought that clinical signs are adequate to determine the level of NMB (Figure 4 a). The majority of participants (63.6%) believe in clinical signs of curarization for detection of PORNB and would use monitoring only for high risk patients (Figure 4 b).

Only 48.9% of the participants agreed with the evidence of insufficiency of clinical signs and the need of neuromuscular monitoring in all cases (Figure 4 c).

General opinion on neuromuscular monitors

26.3% of the responders reported the use of NMM complicated; 13.6% thought them unreliable, 44.7% would use them if they were easier to apply and 9.3% would use them if they had the proper knowledge to do so. 65.5% of the responders said that NMM should be made part of daily routine practice.

Reversal of neuromuscular blockade

One third of participants (22.7%) rarely or never use pharmacological reversal at the end of surgery. Another 45.8% often use reversal (Table 3). For timing of tracheal extubation, these participants consider the elapsed time from last NMBA administration (95.9%), the duration of action of administered NMBA (91.9%), the number of top-up doses (76.3%), the cumulative dose of NMBA (68.7%), the return of adequate respiratory tidal volume (82.1%) and ability to sustain a 5 s head lift (76.8%). These “timing methods” are used more often than NM monitors. Regarding the type of NM monitors, anaesthetists prefer quantitative monitoring (65.6%) versus simple nerve stimulators (26.9%).

The majority (83.2%) of the responders over-estimated the efficacy of neostigmine thinking that it acts within 10 min. Only 16.7% thought that more than 10 min is required for full effect.

Table 2. Availability of neuromuscular monitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you have access to any kind (quantitative or qualitative) of neuromuscular monitor in your institute?</th>
<th>Answered 236 N(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualitative monitor access</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 1 OR</td>
<td>31 (37.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 2 OR</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 3 OR</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative monitor access</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 1 OR</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 2 OR</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 monitor per 3 OR</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Responders’ opinion about clinical tests and necessity of neuromuscular monitoring; a. clinical tests are adequate to determine PORNB, neuromuscular monitors are unnecessary (%), b. clinical tests are usually reliable, neuromuscular monitoring is only necessary in high risk patients (%), c. clinical tests are inadequate to preclude the presence of PORNB, neuromuscular monitors should be used all times (%).
Discussion

The results of the current study illustrate the suboptimal situation with regard to the safe use of NMBAs. Historically, after the introduction of curare-like agents in clinical practice, mortality rate increased six fold, showing the intrinsic risk associated with their use [20]. Later, due to improvement of anaesthetic techniques and drug quality, the administration of NMBAs did not cause direct mortality, but the risk of respiratory complications persisted. A significant progress was the introduction of the train-of-four (TOF) stimulation pattern by Ali et al. [21] for the measurement of NMB. This method was validated by correlating the evoked muscle responses with the respiratory tidal volume. Since at TOF ratio (T1/T0) 0.7 the tidal volume became normal, TOF ratio of 0.7 was defined as the criterion for tracheal extubation. However, at this TOF ratio a considerable residual neuromuscular effect persists at the pharyngeal muscles and also the airway protection is diminished [22]. With other words at TOF ratio 0.7 PORNB persists. At the same time, we demonstrated the deficit in neuromuscular transmission while the respiration was apparently normal [23]. Waud reported the safety margin in neuromuscular transmission [24], showing the limited sensitivity of TOF measurement to detect residual NMB. In spite of the evidence of residual NMB at TOF-ratio 0.7, this value persisted for several generations of anaesthetists until this misleading figure was corrected. Today there is general agreement that TOF ratio (T1/T0) 1.0 has to be achieved to exclude clinically relevant residual curarization [25], and this can only be done using objective monitoring, because a TOF ratio = 0.5 cannot be perceived visually or by palpation [26]. However, the concept of TOF-ratio 0.7 as a criterion for tracheal extubation seems to be very difficult to change. Clinicians do not seem to be convinced of the benefit for monitoring versus clinical signs arguing that if residual curarization is not clinically remarked there is no need to deal with. The problem is that TOF-ratio 0.7 cannot be perceived without objective monitoring, thus it is easily deemed as normal recovery. However, normal respiration does not mean normal airway protection, because the diaphragm, unlike pharyngeal muscles recovers at 0.7 TOF-ratios ensuring normal respiratory tidal volume [27]. Accordingly, when the patient is transferred to the ward, he/she may regurgitate during the transport, the gastric content may get into the lungs because the airway protection is imperfect [22]. More often than not broncho-aspiration happens unnoticed. The first 15 to 30 min after extubation of the trachea is the most critical period for complications that can be prevented with adequate reversal of the block before tracheal extubation.

The frequency and significance of PORNB cannot be judged without NMM. The incidence of PORNB is quite variable, but, according to recent publications can go as high as 63.5% [6]. In a recent clinical trial that has been performed in a Hungarian university hospital the incidence of PORNB was 22.4% in those patients who did not undergo NMM and only clinical signs were considered at the end of surgery to determine the level of residual NMB [10]. In 12.8% of the cases PORNB was severe (TOFR < 0.7) Nevertheless participants’ estimation of 5% of PORNB is a high figure from an anaesthetic perspective, because major complications due to anaesthesia are relatively rare; about 1:1000 [4]. Thus accepting 5% potentially life threatening complication should not be allowed. The NMM habits show that the vast majority of participants do not use a monitor, which suggests that they accept the risk of complications instead of preventing them. Monitoring one patient/10 is highly insufficient and cannot be advised.

In the current study 26% of participants thought that clinical signs reliably show residual curarization. This may be true for severe residual paralyses. However, in less severe cases silent curarization („the zone of blind paralysis“) [28] may exist causing sudden rebound of muscle weakness due to shivering, physical effort, antibiotics or magnesium leading to critical respiratory events. NMM is a safety measure such as CO2, O2, ECG or temperature monitoring. The answers seem to suggest to us, that education for NMM is insufficient, and the environment is not monitoring friendly. Senior consultants are not more engaged than
junior staff, thus there is no transfer of know-how from generation to generation.

Although equipment for monitoring is available in many hospitals, a TOF module or an equivalent monitoring facility is incorporated in the modern anaesthesia equipment, it is not organized as a system including maintenance, teaching and guidelines for employment. Despite solid evidence showing the need for NMM, participants still believe in clinical observation. Further effort is necessary in education to change this mentality, which is in contrast to all evidence.

**Conclusions**

Though almost 50 years have passed since the introduction of TOF monitoring with a target ratio of 0.7 for decurarization, it is time to forget this figure and realize that TOF ratio 1.0 should be the target recovery to prevent PORNB. Neuromuscular transmission is a vital function, similar to blood pressure or oxygenation. Thus, NMM should be obligatory, such as pulse oximetry, and should be carried out in each patient who has been given a NMBA. Clinical signs of residual muscle relaxant effect are not reliable and their use cannot be recommended [29-31].

Regarding the habits of participants pertaining to the reversal of NMB, similar confusion was manifested. Firstly, participants were not aware of the time necessary for reversal of NMB with neostigmine, which encodes inadequate extubation of the trachea per se. Secondly, without monitoring the necessity of neostigmine reversal cannot be set, neither can the dose. On the one hand neostigmine administration is recommended once 4 responses to TOF stimulation are present; on the other hand it may cause NMB itself if there is no relaxant effect at the postsynaptic acetylcholine receptors [32]. Distinguishing between the two situations requires NMM [31].

**Limitations of the study.** The main limitation of our study is its small sample size (13.7%), therefore caution is warranted with regard to the generalizing of the results. The nature of the investigation comprises the risk of the inaccuracy of data. On the other hand, it is conceivable that the majority of the participants of the present study were ones who have shown at least some interest to NMM and reversal to complete the survey. Another limitation is the absence of control, i.e. a second round after one week to answer the same questions. This would have greatly improved the quality of information. The study is limited to the use of neostigmine for reversal, questions about sugammadex were not included in the questionnaire.

**Interpretation.** Objective NMM does not constitute part of routine clinical practice in Hungary and Romania, and several anaesthesiologists go as far as to suggest that it is even not necessary. Anaesthetists are reluctant to use neostigmine regularly for reversal of the block and prefer spontaneous recovery despite evidence on the benefit of reversal. They would use objective monitoring if it were available, but, while the hospitals possess the devices, there is no organized equipment park, and the costs of the devices are amortized without use. In spite of continuous medical education including NMM, anaesthetists are not motivated for objective NMM and less than 10% of them use it routinely. There is clear evidence that the use of objective neuromuscular monitoring helps to disclose PORNB and thus reduces postoperative complications. Measures have to be taken to make objective NMM obligatory, as a part of routine intraoperative monitoring. The prerequisites of this are training programs, easy-to-use NMM and clear guidelines that are adapted to daily practice.
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